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As the object speeds up, its potential energy decreases. It is the 
energy that an object possesses when it is not in motion. Potential 
energy is one of the two main types of energy. As a moving object 
slows down, its potential energy increases. Potential energy is energy 
that an object stores.[1]

A steel ball has more potential energy raised above the ground than it 
has after falling to the Earth. A spring has more potential energy when 
it is compressed or stretched. Potential energy, stored energy that 
depends upon the relative position of various parts of a system.[2]

Scottish scientist William Rankine first coined the term potential energy 
in the 19th century. The equation for calculating the potential energy of 
a spring is PE = 1/2 * k * x2, where k is the spring constant and x is the 
amount of compression.[3]

Potential energy
In physics, potential energy is the energy
that an object has due to its position in a
force field or that a system has due to the
configuration of its parts.
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Potential Energy Facts - Softschools.com
softschools.com/facts/energy/potential_energy_facts/398
Interesting Potential Energy Facts: There are two main types of potential energy:
gravitational potential energy and elastic potential energy. When an object is held in a
vertical position, it has gravitational potential energy â€¦

Potential energy Facts for Kids | KidzSearch.com
wiki.kidzsearch.com/wiki/Potential_energy
Gravitational potential energy is experienced by an object when height and mass is a
factor in the system. Gravitational potential energy causes objects to move towards each
other. If an object is lifted a certain distance from the surface from the Earth, the force
experienced is caused by weight and height.

Potential energy facts, information, pictures ...
www.encyclopedia.com › Science and Technology › Physics
potential energy Type of energy an object possesses because of its vertical position in
the Earth's gravitational field; also the energy stored in a system such as a compressed
spring or in an oscillating system such as a pendulum.

Potential energy | physics | Britannica.com
https://www.britannica.com/science/potential-energy
Potential energy is a property of a system and not of an individual body or particle; the
system composed of the Earth and the raised ball, for example, has more potential
energy as the two are farther separated.

Physics for Kids: Potential Energy - Ducksters
www.ducksters.com › Science › Physics for Kids
Interesting Facts about Potential Energy. Scottish scientist William Rankine first coined
the term potential energy in the 19th century. The equation for calculating the potential
energy of a spring is PE = 1/2 * k * x 2, where k is the spring constant and x is the
amount of compression.

What is Potential Energy: Types and Facts | Earth Eclipse
https://www.eartheclipse.com/energy/potential-energy-types-facts.html
What is Potential Energy? Many different forms of energy can be called a Potential
energy. Each one of these forms of energy is connected with a force that acts
accordingly to the characteristic of the matter (mass, elasticity, temperature and â€¦

Kinetic Energy Facts - Science for Kids
www.scienceforkidsclub.com/kinetic-energy.html
Rotational kinetic energy depends on an objectâ€™s motion that is centered on an axis.
An example of rotational kinetic energy would be the earthâ€™s rotation. If an
objectâ€™s speed and mass is known, you can calculate the kinetic energy; Kinetic
energy is measured in â€¦

Fun Energy Facts for Kids - Solar Power, Wind, Kinetic ...
www.sciencekids.co.nz/sciencefacts/energy.html
facts for kids. Energy Facts. Check out our fun energy facts for kids! Read about
interesting types of energy such as solar, wind, kinetic, chemical, nuclear and
geothermal. Learn important energy laws, what potential energy is, how joules and
calories are used to measure energy and much more.

Five Facts on Kinetic Energy | Sciencing
https://sciencing.com/five-kinetic-energy-8452137.html
One of the main classes happens to be kinetic energy. There are several facts about
kinetic energy that apply to ... Kinetic energy's counterpart is potential ...

Fun Energy Facts for Kids
easyscienceforkids.com/kids-energy
Potential energy is stored energy waiting to be released. The pressure building up in a
bottle of soda is potential energy; so is a spring. In physics, ...
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